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Letter from the Editor
Dear Readers,
It is with great pleasure that we present the first issue of
Manuscript for the 2008-2009 school year! Manuscript has always
served as the breeding ground for some of Horace Mann’s most
creative and imaginative minds. Striving to recruit a more diverse
group of writers and artists, we have compiled an issue that includes a variety of perspectives on issues ranging from personal to
political.
Working on Manuscript for the past four years, I have witnessed a growth in poetry’s visibility in Horace Mann. Growing
out of English classrooms and out into the hallways and sports
fields of Horace Mann, poetry has quietly permeated the lives of
many students and teachers alike. Everyone has a valuable voice
and a unique perspective on a situation. Poetry allows us to explore our voices and analyze our lives.
Manuscript is by own means the product of one person. This
issue would have not been completed without the help of our
editorial board, our faculty advisors – Dr. Steiner, Ms. Little, and
Mr. Do – and, most importantly, Horace Mann’s poets and artists.
Without further ado, it is our privilege to present to you the winter 2009 edition of Manuscript. We hope you enjoy it as much as we
enjoyed creating this issue.
Thank you,

Dipika Sen ‘09
Editor-in-Chief
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Rainy Days
I crossed paths with a toddler on the sidewalk:
she was splashing amongst the puddles
from that morning’s storm.
Sunbeams radiated from her curls and
raindrops filled her eyes.
They held their own silence.
My mother always says there is a calm
before the storm. There was sun
before the storm.
Have you ever seen the rain on a sunny day?
She searched my face for any small
flick of truth.
I told her that I had not.
I wish for twenty years of rain.
Then the whole earth would be
my puddle.
On rainy days I knew she would sit at
the window and gaze into each drop, searching
for her own reflection, wishing
they would fall for twenty years more.
Sometimes, when it’s raining
cats and dogs and there is static on the radio
I can hear the wind whisper
Have you ever seen the rain on a sunny day?
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Curator
In Viking Norway,
he would have bought a palace
or been a teacher
of Einstein, an engineer
building in Boston
or hiding from Beijing,
shelves full of books
in disarray—
biography, science fiction,
picture books, poetry
and a small pile of classics
gathering dust.
His eyes are calloused
like new rubber shoe bottoms
not noticing the words
or the carefully chosen typefaces
the little teardrop
in the lowercase a.
He builds to hear,
to teach with his eyes
color and value and tone.
Art is art first to the finger,
later sound, but text
is space first. He stands
like a lion or an object
out of this dark cave lit
without candles, seeing
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paper quality, serif shape,
and cover art, eyes
skimming their shape,
then writing with ink
and lead an old house or shape,
not memory but mirror of what he saw.
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Literacy
Early in the night, before the first alarm’s silence
Or the martyr has awoken for his worst burned prose
Or some of the protesters have stayed housed
And she never bursts out of the Christian tale
Or screams the scream of a new artifact
One who hates the two whole lives, the inactive effluence
Born of a cold November breath, that could detach
A negatively stolen want, barely acidic or sanities
If their fingers hadn’t over a pen’s plastic
Subtle warmth like heaven’s basement
How they would take it out of senses failing
Shows him he knows he can’t
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I Try To Write Haikus About The
Economic Crisis To The Best Of My
Abilities
The numbers are red.
Suddenly, headless chickens.
Show them no quarter.
A massive bail-out.
Paper coffee cups, only
the size of bank vaults.
We know money is
a shared dream, a mutual
illusion of ours.
The promise of worth.
Choose carefully. Stocks or bonds?
It could matter soon.
In an avalanche,
no time to wonder when the
first pebbles shifted.
A name is just that.
Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac. Sound
like farmers. What gives?
On the estate tax:
You can’t take it with you. But
neither can your kids.
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A deficit is
when you are even more in
debt than you should be.
Domino effect.
We didn’t even mean to
screw over Iceland!
Look on the bright side.
Campbell’s Soup rose in the fall.
Now that’s “mmm mmm, good.”
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Farm
My vacant roll of farm froze
last night and now glitters like a rhinestone.
Cows huff great steam clouds, the downbeat of the belly
is a lonely aliveness.
One, two, three, four wood planks
Rip hollowly, forced open, engorged with ice.
They resound and disappear, and
something like but not quite noise remains.
Between the house and the barn,
I know lay bricks and broken bottles
and small grey stones, all older than me.
Today was to be the day I pulled
and turned them out of the soil,
flinging them into a black garbage bag.
I lace my boots,
knowing that the glass and rock
are frozen stuck in the dirt until Spring.
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Jealous/Inspired
Jealousy? For someone else’s poetry?
Why aren’t I just proud to be part of this history?
Why should I feel like my world isn’t real,
like my life is a lie—I’ve been sheltered
from the helter-skelter of the world—
five foot eight but still a girl.
I’ve no wounds to heal in my soul,
no hardships to spill on this page.
Mature for my age? Not a chance
When I take to the stage for this dance of words
my rhymes are cliché—I just wrote this today
but that can’t take away from the fact that I have almost
exactly nothing to say.
But whose fault is that anyway?
Shall I blame my parents for loving and caring and
keeping me safe—shall I swear it’s not fair,
I just never had friends, never stared at peer pressure?
But what if it’s mine—me, always looking,
Peeking, pausing before leaping
Backwards away from the ledge
Keeping sight of the edge but then
Choosing to live in the wide open light.
I never took chances at Bar-Mitzvah dances
Always lived in my writing,
Hypotheticals crowding my hard drives
All my lies, my potential lives
Writing diary entries from different choices.
I’ll turn out the light, enter in lonely night.
Maybe it’s my fault I have nothing to right.
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Movie by the Trailer
As the cloud covers the flaming basketball which is the sun,
Children stare through the window wishing for more.
While mothers lick the water off of the black berry,
Voices whiz all around the littler ones.
As helicopters overhead whir,
Needles scream through the clothes,
Like a staple through paper.
Although you can’t judge a movie by the trailer,
I do it anyway.
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Tasteless Hunger
The dream ate
my thoughts away, the unreal world
living in my head controls my
emotions, my nerves, my concentration
They use a knife to
slice the bitter ends and leave
nothing
but the pure joy of thought, the evil was
expelled but now it’s cold without the bad
there is no sweet without the bitter
there is no joy the dream
is eradicating sentience
A lifeless cloud of
only what used to be the thoughts
failed in comparison when they were
all the same
A dose of Déjà vu enough to knock
out Ali, now the weather changes and
the sky grows purple
A dead chill
circulates the room
I could not stand,
I could not
live thinking was a thought of the past
Waking up, find my bed wet.
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In Many Directions
Back and forth, back and forth. The chains creak and speak
to one another as they carry toddlers towards the sky.
One to the front, one to the back, the weathered wooden
seats become spaceships flying astronauts to the moon.
Or gymnasts through the air. For the moment they are
much more than children at play in the park,
imaginations running wild.
Round and round, round and round. The pastel-colored
ponies gallop with gleeful children aboard. Impaled with
twisted golden poles they slide up and down as the jockeys aboard
race to the finish line. Or the beauty queens in the saddle
lead the parade with musical marching bands in tow.
For the afternoon they forget their cares and live
their dreams instead.
In and out, in and out. The dark animal-filled caves
spook youngsters in search of adventure. Wide eyes
open and shut, their pupils struggle to adjust to the
change in light. Tuxedo-clad penguins taunt chilly
zoologists on their trek through Antarctica.
And breathtaking butterflies swarm biologists,
who marvel in their shapes, sizes, and colors. They are
children, they are dreamers, heading in many directions.
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Elephant Sonnet
Parading through my dreams, a lumbering beast,
In grand proportions made, with weighty feet.
It plods along through shimm’ring waves of heat
In lands far to the South and to the East.
Bedecked with jewels, in contrast to its brawn,
The beast is quite a wonder to behold.
And lo! Upon its back, a seat of gold,
Which holds the daughter of the great Sultan!
The elephant so large, and she so thin;
Her lissome form atop its broad, grey back.
By contrast, then, there seems to be a lack
Of nose, between her eyebrows and her chin.
I dream of this- the gilded, grand parade;
The giant elephant, the lovely maid.
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Shucking Oysters
We arranged a few simple
bouquets. They scented the air
like a chaotic crowd. Their voices,
congesting my thoughts, transform
everyday items into velvety
ornaments. It’s so heavy.
Sometimes it’s all too much. When pairing
rich colors, you can add something
pale. Balance
is comfort. But if you’re too pale,
you just blend into the background.You’re just
like them. It’s no wonder
Victorian ladies went mad. I need to
take a break. We should all just
take a breath. I’m sweating now,
but the fitted seat and rounded corners downplay
the drama. It still feels too fast,
just madness. When it’s my time,
I’ll need to slow down to move
to a place where I have time
to think, to make, to be alone
with the work of my hands –
to shuck oysters.
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Auction
With salty water that tastes like a Manhattan bagel
I rise, holding my offer to the auctioneer
Who bows like a rabbi in front of the bima,
Bowing to adonai, the lord your god
Waiting for a blessing in response
I lick my lips, the salty skin parched for moisture
As I wave my white flag in the air with one hand, green bills in the
other
I bite my lips, a gesture of nervousness to none but me
The room echoing
And I pray.
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How Do Thoughts Move?
Flap and flail their spastic sleeves as they tumble in the brain’s
dryer.
Skitter and scatter in all directions on trembling little legs once
the light-bulb turns on.
Jig in green leprechaun suits, unshaven, and merrily tittering.
Frolic in Birkenstocks through whimsical flowered meadows of
consciousness.
Erupt from kernels into full-fledged popcorn, ricocheting off inner walls of skulls.
Saunter saucily along the intellect’s catwalk in glittering stilettos.
Leak from the buried box of ponderings in the back of our mind’s
basement.
Slither darkly into the depths of morbid forest shadow perversion.
Toss their manes and gallop majestically into the radiant sunset of
the psyche.
Flow out from a child’s circular wand, a stream of bubbles popping
until naught remains,
but the sticky residue of memory.
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The Death Watch
All through the morning
The fever did rise,
Her weakness belied
By the light in her eyes.
By evening, the snow
Cast a twilight so deep
That the night seemed to mimic
The depth of her sleep.
She stirred as she dreamed
And the visitors came
And murmured, and wondered
If she was in pain.
By midnight, each shallow breath
Came as a treasure.
We awaited each one,
Taking all of its measure.
A pale, rosy glow
Drove the grey from her brow.
We whispered that surely,
The cure would come now.
She spoke, or she tried to
Just before dawn.
We dared, for a moment,
To welcome the morn.
The darkness did flee,
But no bright dawn did break.
Night had taken the fever –
And her – in its wake.
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a pantoum...
First, a cheekbone hugging an eye.
After, a mouth speaking to you alone.
What is in a face, a body?
A face is more than a name.
After a mouth speaking to you alone
a hand in yours.
A face is more than a name.
He stands, you stand.
A hand in yours,
all his faith in you.
He stands, you stand.
Neither is ready to leave.
All his faith, in you.
“I will not forget this,” he said.
Neither is ready to leave.
“I will follow you.”
“I will not forget this,” he said.
You retreated to your mind.
“I will follow you.”
And I you, you thought.
You retreated to your mind,
after a mouth speaking to you alone.
“I will follow you.”
First, a cheekbone hugging an eye.
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Wedding Cake
As i bear witness to the expanse into our world,
i see that only artificial lights remain,
and they cast halos in my eyes.
From here there are no people,
only ghosts who haunt their bodies.
They are caught,
stuck in a maze of cracked stone and bleeding pipes.
The only stars here flash,
you look at them,
and they drag nothings across an unopened sky.
Each day, the million eyes
Of monolithic beasts,
Compete to reach heaven first.
but all will fail, and close when the night becomes too deep to
bear.
Every so often, the city will rumble,
and from its belly,
a new skyline will emerge,
and cast wedding cake shadows
over lakes black with oil.
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punctuation
if i sat down on my bed and took out my laptop and opened up a
blank document id try to fill it up with a page full of words separated by spaces and words full of letters separated by punctuation
such as the period at the end of the sentence that youd wait for in
order to take a breath but if that period werent there id force you
to keep reading and reading and reading and you wouldnt know
when to stop or breathe or what to do because i also forgot to put
in commas so that quick pause between continuing is gone and
each word just seems to tie into the next one and create one large
circle without an end or start not even a start to the line because
there arent any line breaks so is it even poetry dont stop i didnt
put a question mark you must keep reading good luck with the
contractions because there arent any apostrophes and good luck
deciphering meaning because i hid it deep
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Nightmares of the Deaf Boy
He has nightmares of ice,
of his inability to escape
Even if he’s wide awake.
He’s discouraged by his cat,
as white as the emptiness in his life.
He must keep this secret to himself
And feel the freezing cold ice
Against his heart, to understand sound,
colors, not blackness.
He comprehends by what he believes
We are speaking, not by sound
But by colorlessness
As much as he is able to describe.
In his nightmares, he must come to a halt;
Stop listening, rebel.
All day his body stood still,
Staring at the bright, colorful world outside
But lacking the brilliant blue of the sky,
Not divulging into the grass with green,
And instead he saw something as disgusting,
distasteful, and disappointing as black.
He once heard, but now
he is unable to describe what he feels.
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Ocean
with the air, hot sticky humid on my water-soaked skin
i breath in,
choking, gasping, swallowing the sea singing a chorus of
“what did you expect? what did you think would happen?”
each swell breaking over my head
again, and again, and again, in a monotonous reminder
that i should not have entered the ocean,
should not have entered without preparing for
the weight, of the cold crushing water lacking oxygen
the gravity, pushing down upon me,
trying to force me to sink to the bottomless depths in which
i will hit the sandy ground and stay.
last stop, the conductor calls in a ringing vibrato over the loudspeaker
crackling with electricity, static confusing the words
and meshing them into a long directionless drone
where are the memories?
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Light
I lay awake.
My darkness surrounded me,
Like cold sand.
And I prayed for dreams.
It was many years before the light.
The constant darkness swallowed me
And my mind would twitch with boredom.
It broke me, my coffin that was never even my own.
I look now, and see myself,
How naïve. My thoughts,
Closed and unkempt, wandered.
They brought me to peaks I could never reach.
I was trapped, was I not?
But then, one day,
As I stared at myself through infinite dark,
The light finally came
And it filled my eyes, like saucers,
Pouring down my face, overflowing.
Then I saw, as I see now.
The prison of my own invention.
The poetry that breached my walls,
Was the very same poetry that grew in me.
It fed off of me, and when it decided to come,
It brought with it
Light.
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Memory
I reach out to touch you
but feel only the dust
that blankets the surface of the faded photo.
Our mouths here form shapes of excited whispers
that grope blindly toward me now
in the frantic echo of forgotten secrets.
Friends forever on the weathered page
but mutual affections long since abandoned
with the dilapidated swingsets of childhoods past
our emotions chipped away
first cracking like the glass picture frame
under the weight of some box in the attic
then disintegrating into particles sailing
through the wind settling
as dust
entrenched in memory.
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amateur
hands find themselves unable to span hips.
restricted by their own shortcomings, they fall to thighs and sit,
his fingers dance tiredly over his kneecap, appreciative and over.
sits at the train window with his tea
steaming and condensing on the underside of the plastic lid,
bought at that stand in the station.
oppressed from every angle by saggy men with
grapefruit Financial Times and rained-upon Post
he hears a still-pink newborn gurgle,
sticky brown backpack racks and oversat blue pleather.
he seeks aloneness in the chill and looks to his manuscript.
a man that carries an air of baby powder around him
amateur pianist and city-life addict
he loves the noise that billows from the sidewalks,
the quake of the apartment when big things pass, when planes fly
over
and how quickly the snow turns grey.
a man that thrives on strong chocolate and logic
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complicated stalagmites of books sprout from his floor, fictional
and solid and
musty old tomes upon pliant modern romans
an upright he only plays when the neighbors aren’t around
to catch stray notes making their way through the paint, drywall,
cotton-candy insulation and back again.
his fingers betray his quiet façade
he has piano hands, stretched thin and fanned out,
bony knuckles rising out to greet the world from long, slender
peninsulas declaring
“wish you were here.”
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Backbeat
Watching that link she posted your wall the second time through
evoked some emotions, new
to what I felt, saw with my eyes.
Only now do I realize
that that’s not what we have.
Not what you give.
You tell me, 		
“just live.”
It’s not easy when the life you live is a lie,
you put on a face and act just to get by
to avoid
to die.
To love.
To hate.
I love.
you don’t
reciprocate.
Sorry it’s rough,
worse that it’s true.
If only it really were out of the blue,
and not what we deal with on a daily basis
as we hit the ball and run the bases.
Those are pretty much the same words,
and these are pretty much the same words,
because nothing I’ve said is new.
All of my life,
and love
is you.
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Number 3
Up until now, I was stuck in this deep hole.
It wasn’t particularly deep; in fact I could just touch the tips of my
fingers to the rim.
But I didn’t have the strength to pull myself out.
The dirty, disgusting, and slimy, and ugly, and oppressive fingers of
my prison
had coiled themselves around me and I could no longer break free.
Every day, they crept up a little bit higher up my body,
and by now they were holding my waist in a repulsive fashion,
greedily savoring every little drop of hatred for myself that I produced.
The hole followed me everywhere I went, and some days it shrunk
itself to a tiny size,
So that no one but I could feel it,
Feel it clutching and sucking on my soul ever faster,
Clinging without any thought to my pain.
And I tried to ignore it,
I did;
But the pain came in little pricks and shocks
Then the stabs and then the gouging and the tears and the blood
and the water that
Screamed
From the shower right behind my head
And the sounds of the hundreds of thousands of tiny drops echoing
inside my
Prison
Where they pierced my heart and made me remember.
They made me remember why I was in the hole,
And they made me want to break free!
They made me want to break free of the guilt, and the deep dark
memories that those
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Fingers pulled to the surface and used to make a mockery of me
and all that I hold dear,
When all I ever want to do is fix my mistakes.
I am human. I am not flawless.
So I lift myself up, and this time it is me who is pulling at the
memories.
I touch every single one,
And I apologize for the burning and the freezing,
For the neglecting and the forgetting,
For anything at all that I had locked up inside, creating that hole
that took everything around me and turned it into darkness and
made it putrid,
and warped what I had always really been and trying to be.
I take deep breath of the new glistening air,
and I laugh at those wispy, weak, and trivial tendrils of smoke that
are desperately trying
to take back their property.
They no longer hold me. They no longer hold me.
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